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Welcome to Gamestyle Offline.

Took you by surprise, didn’t it?  Well,
we’ve been toying around with the idea
of an offline version of Gamestyle for a
while now, and due to popular demand
we’ve actually gone ahead and done it.

In each issue (which we plan to release
at the end of every month) we plan to
present the month’s most important
reviews and previews in a clear, friendly
printable format so you can catch up with
the increasingly hectic world of
videogames at your leisure.

In case you’re reading this without
actually downloading the mag yourself
you can get your copy from
http://www.gamestyle.net/offline in the
evergreen pdf format, designed to be
printed directly onto A4 paper - it even
has a 10mm gap around the edges for
those of us on laser printers.

Best of all, of course, is that Gamestyle
Offline is completely free to download,
and may be distributed freely to your
mates.  We only ask that the magazine
remains exactly as you found it if you’re
forwarding it on to other readers, and if
you’re in any doubt as to the authenticity
of the mag simply ensure you’re reading
the official downloaded issue - we won’t
be hosting the magazine elsewhere so
don’t download it from other sites, just
to be sure.

As this is the first issue of the magazine
there’s bound to be a few teething
problems - things being as they are in
the real world.  If you spot anything nasty
in here, or indeed if you have any
comments at all about the layout, content
or whatever, please do let us know
offline@gamestyle.co.uk or head on over
to our forums at
http://www.gamestyle.net.
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News
The gaming world moves fast, here’s a round up.

In the news this month
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Release dates

November’s top games for all next-gen
consoles:

Xbox

11/1 FIFA 2003
NFL Fever 2003

11/8 Blinx: The Time Sweeper
Lord of the Rings
Micro Machines
Sega GT 2002

11/15 Barbarian
Morrowind
Harry Potter
LMA Manager 2003
Reign of Fire
Unreal Championship

PlayStation 2

11/1 Formula One 2002
NHL Hitz 20-03
Runabout 3
Summoner 2

11/8 Grand Theft Auto: Vice City
Lord of the Rings
Ratchet & Clank
Sum of All Fears, The

11/15 Harry Potter

Gamecube

11/1 Crash Bandicoot
Eternal Darkness
FIFA 2003
NHL Hitz 20-03
TimeSplitters 2

11/15 Die Hard: Vendetta
Godzilla
Harry Potter
Wreckless

11/22 Ace Golf
Rocky
Star Fox Adventures
Star Wars: The Clone Wars
Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 4

News in fun.  And we at Gamestyle know
this, we update 24 hours a day, around
the clock, to bring you the latest and
greatest news as we get them.  But we
know some of you can’t visit the site every
day, so here’s a round up just in case you
missed anything this month:

Final Fantasy X-2 on the Way

Tuesday the 22nd of October saw Square’s
annual conference being held in Tokyo.
The biggest news of the show was
undoubtedly the official announcement
of Final Fantasy X-2. Set 2 years after the
events of the original and now focusing
on Summoner Yuna, Final Fantasy X-2
has become Square’s first ever direct
sequel (every game before was a stand

alone adventure).

Not content with being the star of the
show, Yuna has also picked up a few new
abilities along the way; Climb, Jump and
Run are all available vie the field map
and their addition promises to enhance
the already rich gameplay. While the
combat system is still shrouded in
secrecy it has been revealed that the
“Overdrive”, “Overkill” and Sphere Grid
will not be reappearing. Fortunately
however, Square are promising that the
new system will be more realistic and
employ a much slicker interface.

While some will no doubt be disappointed
with the news that composer Nobuo
Uematsu and arranger Takahito Eguchi
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are not working on the title, Square are
adamant that this is going to be the best
Fantasy yet.

Seeing that Yuna has now ditched her
conventional cloths of the first game and
is now kitted out in fetching shorts and
sporting impressive firearms we’d have
to agree.

Naughty Nintendo get slapped (with a
massive fine)

Nintendo have been given a hefty E149
million fine by the European Commission.
It would seem that back in the early 90’s,
Nintendo and several of their first party
developers collaborated together to limit
cross-border flow to hike up the prices
on games.

Nintendo have announced that they will
be appealing against the fine as it seems
unduly harsh, still at least they have
something to spend their Rare money on
now.

Sega are back with a bang

Despite the fact their shares recently
dropped by 30%, Sega have decided the
time is right to start publishing their own
games in Europe again. Their main
headquarters will be based in London
with smaller offices in both France and
Germany.

Infogrames were Sega’s main distributors
and it will be interesting to see what
happens in the coming months as the
company is still planning to distribute
titles in early 2003.

Xbox Bargain Bundle Confirmed

While this has been in speculation for
some time now, Microsoft has finally
announced that a new package will be
available from November the 1st. For the
bargain price of £159.99 you will be able
to pickup your beloved console a
controller s and copies of Sega GT and
Jet Set Radio Future. Further speculation
suggests we may see the above package
along with Halo and Splinter Cell for
£199.99 in time for Christmas.

PES2 Sinks FIFA 2003

Konami will be celebrating after the latest
chart figures show that Pro Evolution
Soccer 2 has pipped FIFA 2003, with both
games hitting positions one and two on
the chart respectively.   Colin McRae in
the face of such stiff opposition managed
a respectable third place.  
How many copies of PES have you seen
traded in?

Panzer Dragoon Orta hidden secret?

Smilebit may have delayed the release
Orta, but they're making sure the game
includes several worthwhile hidden
features.  

One of these is currently rumoured to be
the full version of the Saturn classic
Panzer Dragoon with a few minor
enhancements.  If this does turn out to
be true, then Orta has become even more
essential.

The Getaway gets a release date

After more delays than British Rail, SCEE
have finally announced a release date for
their highly anticipated released. Playing

like Grand Theft Auto but with impressive
real life London locations the game is
now scheduled for the 6th of December.
A good month after the white hot Vice
City but still with plenty of time to cash
in on Christmas.

Namco reveal new editions

Isao Nakamura of Namco has confirmed
that work has begun on the latest
installments in the Ridge Racer and Ace
Combat franchises.   Ace Combat 5 will
be available for the Playstation 2, and
Namco is dropping the Ridge Racer name
for the next game, but keeping the series
alive in spirit.

DOA Volley Ball Delayed

Bad news for perverts, we mean gamers
looking forward to Tecmo's Dead or Alive
Extreme VolleyBall as it has now been
delayed until January.

Could this mean that the much rumoured
topless mode will be making an
appearance?

Remember: stay tuned daily to
gamestyle.net for the very latest.
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Final PAL

Developer

eJay

Publisher

Empire Interactive

Format

Windows (98 onwards)

Review | Music Director Gold
5 CDs of professional quality music software for 30 quid!

Players

1
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Something's not quite right here, is it?
Let's go through the good bits, first, then.
We've already mentioned the number of
disks in the box, but that accounts for
over 9,000 royalty free samples, across
a wide range of musical genres (including
breakbeat, house, tech-house, drum and
bass, triphop, freestyle, trance and 2-
step garage) and even a series of sounds
from current DJ-in-demand Junkie XL.  

They're all free for use in whatever tracks
you want, and they're all brilliantly crisp,
bright and trimmed to perfection.  As
with most eJay products, sounds are split
into categories (and therefore BPMs) -
drums, loops, keys, bass, and vocals -
you get the idea and if you've ever used
a similar product before you'll get started
immediately.

Dropping the samples into the track is
done by literally doing just that - find the

People are creative, by definition.  eJay
know this, they've been making affording
music creation software for what seems
like forever now - their Dance eJay series
is going from strength to strength and
current branches out into the console
scene (in the shape of Clubworld for
PlayStation 2) have been equally
acclaimed.

And so to Music Director Gold - which
effectively aims to bring together all the
good bits that have gone by so far,
including a huge sample library (across
5 CDs) and a massive 256 stereo sound
channels, but with a brand new editing
suite and sound engines.  

Basically, Music Director Gold is the
epitome of the eJay range, and despite
some stellar features and the ability to
generate some really quite professional
output; it's on sale for less than 30 quid.



Ease of use: 8

Graphics: 7

Sound: 10

Lastability: 9

Interface: 8
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Verdict

Overall: 9 / 10

sample you want to use (double clicking
one in the file requester previews them
first) and then drag each one into one of
the tracks in the file window.  From there
it's a piece of cake to start copying and
pasting whole sections of your mix to
start to build up the music.  Each track
is fully configurable in terms of EQ,
volume and panning, and both send and
insert effects can be used - all of this
either dynamically on the fly or pre-
recorded.

Samples can be fully edited to your
heart's content in the wave editor,
timestretched (perfectly and easily), and
fed through various effects (and MDG
accepts the industry standard VST 2 plug-
ins) and if that's not enough the software

comes with a live link to eJay's own sound
libraries for even more samples.  There's
even a fully functional video editing facility
included - with a huge array of effects
and fades - and there are 8 video tracks
that run alongside the music tracks.  

All these utilities have the same look and
feel about them, everything is done
without leaving the main window - the
icons are straightforward and everything
has tool-tips and if all else fails, the
manual is clear and concise.  Files are
stored in MDG's own proprietary format,
but thankfully it exports MP3s at any
resolution (and the video can be output
as an AVI or MPEG) so there's no reason
why the world can't hear (and see) your
creations.

So, what's the catch?  Well, there isn't
one.  There's no MIDI support, sure, but
then to be fair that's not the way MDG
works - it's sample based, and that alone
suggests an infinite sound library (as
Windows allows you to sample whatever
in you want and then tidy them all up in
the software itself).  It doesn't even need
a high spec machine, running quite
happily on a PII 300 and for the budding
bedroom producer, MDG is affordable,
user-friendly and downright
indispensable.

Competition!

Thanks to our friends at Empire Interactive we’ve got 3 complete copies of Music Director Gold to give away to 3 lucky Gamestyle

Offline readers.  All you have to do is email the answers to these questions to offline@gamestyle.co.uk and the 3 people with the

correct answers and the funniest tiebreaker will get their hands on the software pronto.

1. How many CDs does Music Director Gold come on?

2. How many audio tracks can you use at once?

3. What’s the range of BPM that Music Director Gold lets you use?

And finally, in no more than 10 words, complete this phrase:

The first song I’m producing on MDG is called Gamestyle and it would sound like...

Winners will be notified via email on the 1st December 2002 (so ensure your reply-to address is working) and we will then request

your postal address.  All entries must be in by the 15th of November.  One entry per person, please - multiple entries will be

disqualified.
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Final US NTSC

Developer

Artoon

Publisher

Microsoft

Format

Xbox

Review | Blinx
Artoon’s platformer falls short of the hype.

Players

1
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Blinx, then. According to some it's the
single most important game since Halo
- the Xbox equivalent of Super Mario
Sunshine, or Jak and Daxter - a genre-
defining time-shifting adventure of epic
preportions. But behind the hype is Blinx
really just another lifeless platformer?

Well, yes. Blinx, sadly, is the most recent
case of over-hyping a sub-standard game,
the likes of which we haven't seen since
ET on the Atari. Don't get me wrong, I'm
sure that Blinx will fly off the shelves at
your local EB, but that's more due to
some 'favourable' reviews in the gaming
press than actual merit.

At it's heart, Blinx is a simple platform /
adventure but the unique feature is the
cat's ability to make use of various time
controls along the way. The story's not
entirely relevant and the way the game
flows is along the same elementary lines.
With 8 differently themed areas (each
with 4 sub-levels inside) the process is
both linear and tired - dispatch each
enemy (by sucking up trash and firing it
back out at them) to move onto the next
sub-level, and then defeat the boss in the
4th to move onto the next area. Repeat,
ad infinitum. Not only is this an insult to
gamers used to a more open path through
a game, it's also totally void of any
replayability, such is the banal level
design and laughable monsters, which
almost entirely resemble blobs of jelly.

The time manipulation aspect, however,
is novel, if nothing else. It's based around
the collection of little gems - collect 4
and the game sees if you've got 3 of the
same - if you have you get one use of the
relevant time morphing ability, collect 4
of the same and you get two goes. It's
worth mentioning that these time-powers
are the single positive aspect of the entire
package, and even then they grow
tiresome very quickly and do little to
alleviate the boredom of troughing
through the game. You need to know
which powers will be needed at any
particular moment (the events you use

Presentation: 5

Graphics: 4

Sound: 6

Lastability: 5

Gameplay: 3

Verdict

Overall: 4 / 10

them in are scripted, for the most part,
and often only one time power will be of
any use) but they work very much like a
tape-recorder.

Technically, Blinx is also somewhat of a
non-starter. Whilst those screenshots
look impressive, in motion the game
sloths about at a shockingly low frame
rate given the pathetic AI and the not-
exactly high polygon counts the Xbox has
to deal with. Whilst the textures are
passable, the poor level design and
enemy characterisation means that the
art never really comes through, and the
often claustrophobic corridors and basic
outdoor areas suggests the developers
never really got to grips with the
development kits at all. Worst of all,
though, is the camera - not since
Resident Evil have I been forced to battle
so many enemies without actually being
able to see them on screen, such is the
totally amateurish camera mechanics.
Sonically it's a little better - the music is
fine and the sound effects are well placed
and superbly engineered within the 5.1
soundscape.

As a game, however, Blinx is
unrewarding, derivative, insulting and
just plain dull, and worse of all,
shamefully ignorant of the huge leaps
forward in level design, characterisation
and game structure and in the last
decade, and as such is best avoided.  A
huge disappointment.
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Final PAL

Developer

Criterion

Publisher

Acclaim

Format

PS2

Review | Burnout 2
Arcade racer sequel with shorter tracks and more cars.

Players

1-2
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That rush of adrenaline, the stampede
to finish first, and hanging onto your
sanity as you fly around another ridiculous
blind corner – these are feelings that few
games manage to create. The original
Burnout, despite its faults, managed to
capture such moments and base a whole
game around each. It may have been
short lived but those desperate for such
thrills, and a return to the criminally
ignored arcade racing genre lapped up
every pulsating second.

The concept behind the game is plain
and simple - aim to finish first. Normally
I would expand on the story line and
characters, but Burnout 2 does not tart
itself up with a story (Getaway, Driver)
and instead rests upon its main strength,
which is racing. A refreshing experience,
one that forgoes such time wasting
elements as cut scenes and upgrades.

Loading times are greatly reduced, but
what you see on screen is far more
evident. The environments are stunning,
even at top speed, displaying more detail,
draw distance, variety and traffic –
everything you could have hoped for. A
full weather system has been
implemented, but I would have preferred
improved lighting effects, thereby adding
depth, or at least removal of the jaggy
nature of the graphics. Burnout 2 does
not challenge the Xbox but is the best
looking racer since Gran Turismo 3, which
it annihilates on frame rate. Burnout 2
is as fast as the cars contained within,
showing no slow down, and when you
boost, well, it becomes intense.

The 32 tracks are located in forgettable
environments such as bland cities,
mountain passes and airports. The tracks
here despite the high level of detail purely
exist for speed and carnage, and are
designed with this in mind. A criticism of
the original was that some tracks were
just too large, and I’m glad to report that
the majority have been tightened up. Now
when you crash, the replay is only shown
once thankfully, but the main replay is
well worth viewing. In Burnout 2 it is

Presentation: 7

Graphics: 8

Sound: 5

Lastability: 6

Gameplay: 7

Verdict

Overall: 8 / 10

possible to fly into a building and watch
the car spin high into the air, and the
over sensitive collision detection of the
original is much fairer here.

A major fault of the original was it’s short
lifespan, regardless of whether or not
you wanted to improve on your best times
and scores. This is has been addressed
with the inclusion of several new modes
to camouflage the fact that the main
Championship can be completed easily
– if you are good enough. If anything the
Championship mode only exists to unlock
new features and new vehicles.

The new modes aren’t enough to warrant
being a game by themselves but they are,
in the case of Crash and Pursuit, hugely
enjoyable. The Crash Mode allows you to
career towards a junction, where you aim
to create the largest car pile up since the
Blues Brothers. This is the game
Stuntman should have been.

There is no doubt Burnout 2 shapes up
to be an intimidating creation, but there
are a few chinks in its armour: the music
varies greatly and the AI is suspect. The
length again will be an issue to some not
used to the arcade approach, it’s certainly
better, but not enough for some.

Burnout 2 is simply fun and in an era of
boring car simulators it tastes as
refreshing as orange juice on a hot
summer’s day. Buy it, play it, love it.
Believe me you will.
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Final NTSC US
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Wow

Publisher

Sega

Format

Xbox

Review | Sega GT 2002
A return to form for Sega’s simulation series?

Players

1-2
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Sega's last attempt to knock Gran
Turismo off the top of the realistic sim-
based racers was an ambitious but
ultimately flawed title on the Dreamcast
a few years back. Fast forward to 2002
and it's looking likely that Sega's brand
new racer will suffer the same fate, but
this time it really does deserve to do a
whole lot better.

As with the original, Sega GT 2002's main
career mode features 2 distinct series of
races - the Official races (which make up
the majority of the game, split into several
tiers of 3 races each, with license tests
between each level) and Event races
featuring such treats as drag racing,
circuit battles and races divided up into
cars from the last 3 decades, all good
stuff and there's plenty to do. Again, the
path through the game is far more
structured (without necessarily being
more linear) than the likes of GT3 - you
certainly won't be driving the top-end
cars within a few hours in this game -
you really do need to be both careful with
your cash and more importantly - a good
driver.

Cash won from races and events can be
spent in the much improved garage area
- this is (at last) a fully 3 dimensional
portrayal of your garage, complete with
your current car selection and any medals
and prizes you might have won on the
walls and the desks. Another neat feature
is the ability to purchase items that don't
actually affect your cars - plants, badges,
guitars and amplifiers are the first few
goods you'll be able to dot around your
own garage and these are in addition to
the free photographs you're able to take
of replays after each race that also get
pinned up on the wall.

Not only can you damage your car (not
visibly, sadly) during the races, which
then has to be repaired out of your
winnings, but you also need to watch out
for expensive bolt-ons actually breaking
and wearing out. You might well have a
highly specification turbo kit installed but
if it blows on the final lap and the engine
overheats you'll be in trouble. Far from

Presentation: 8

Graphics: 8

Sound: 7

Lastability: 8

Gameplay: 7

Verdict

Overall: 8 / 10

being frustrating, this just adds another
dimension to the garage section of the
game which offers you the chance to keep
on top of the repairs as and when you
need to.

Elsewhere there's a superb Chronicle
mode which gives you classic cars and
classic challenges to overcome (complete
with the colours drained from the display)
from the yesteryears era of racing with
points win in each stage allowing you to
improves parts of the car you selected.

It's far to say that in game, Sega GT looks
absolutely wonderful with some superb,
incredibly solid car models and excellent
environment mapping and whilst the
courses themselves aren't exactly
expertly designed in terms of actually
being all that fun to race on they are
graphically rich and chock full of
trackside details and high polygon
features. Sadly it all looks a little bit low
resolution and slightly blurry (much like
Wreckless) but it moves at a constant 60
frames a second without ever dropping
a single frame, even when all 6 cars are
on screen and with the game running in
anamorphic 16:9 mode.

The sheer number of little touches in the
game only serve to highlight the amount
of time and effort that went into creating
the game, and whilst the loading times
can get in the way a little bit (even
between menu screens) we have no
reservation in recommending Sega GT.
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Version

Final PAL

Developer

Rage

Publisher

Rage

Format

Xbox, GCN, PS2

Players

1-2

strong uppercut when at the end of the
intro, a shameless plug for the DVD
boxset appears.

ROUND TWO

Seconds out, and the user is given the
option for Exhibition, Sparring,
Tournament (which has to be unlocked),
and the ubiquitous Movie Mode, which is
the meat and potatoes for the single
player.  Decent rendered cut-scenes
permeate the action, with the sound
sampled from the actual movies, which
perfectly recreate the mood of the
celluloid outings. A series of quick
punches to the ribs, causes concern to
the debauched one's trainers.

ROUND THREE

Round three then, and the first
impressions are good.  The graphics are
superbly realised, with each fighter

Laaaadies and Gentlemeeeeen, welcome
to the clash of the titans.  Tonight, we
proudly present the contention for the
heavyweight championship of the
woooorld!!!!!!! In the red corner, hailing
from the northeast of England, and from
the corridors of Rage Newcastle, wearing
the blue shorts with red and white trim,
is Roooccccckkkkkkyyyyy!!!!!!!! And in the
brown/yellow corner, currently residing
from the Bastille prison in France, and
clearly needing a wash, is none other
than the sick, the twisted, the boy-ass
buyer, the Marrrrrrquis De Sade!!!!!!!!

ROUND ONE

De Sade is initailly impressed by the
opening sequnce of moves by the
contender, displaying clips from the
movie, with THAT music, and perfectly
getting the gamer into the spirit of the
proceedings.  After a flurry of jabs and
hooks from Rocky, De Sade delivers a

Review | Rocky
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Presentation: 8

Graphics: 8

Sound: 7

Lastability: 7

Gameplay: 8

Verdict

Overall: 8 / 10

looking as you'd expect them to be
(special mention of course, to Clubber
Lang's infamous mohican), replete with
sweat-soaked skin and bulging muscles.
 Each punch delivers a convincing
connection, and you'll wince as blood and
sweat spray from the pores of the
receiving face.  The depiction of the boxers
grow more bloody as the fight wears on,
and you'll often find blood strewn around
the canvas.  The arenas too, are worthy
of mention, and grow as you move from
backstreet gyms, to fully-fledged halls.
 Unlike most other sporting games, the
crowds are polygonal, and far more
realistic looking than the usual cardboard
cutouts. De Sade is surprised at the
movement of the 'Italian Stallion', as he
ducks and weaves, pounding the libertine
with blows to the side of his head.

ROUND FOUR

As soon as the bell sounds, De Sade is
straight out, with nothing to lose.  He has
been impressed by this young American,
but having tried the game on default
(Contender), and finding the game
frustratingly difficult, he leads in with a
barrage of punches to the 'Stallions
midriff. Initially, the game is found to be
very unforgiving.  These boxers are tough,
and show no mercy.  Furthermore, it
helps to learn some combos to rattle in,
but further play reveals quite a strategic
game.  

Training (should you ignore the standard
points added to speed, stamina etc, and
gamble to try manually) is tough too, and
you'll stumble on each lesson until you've
had a fair few goes.  Unfortunately, you
can't practice any of these training
lessons from the main menu. The bell
sounds, and Rocky retreats to his corner,
surprised at the deftness from De Sade,
but wondering why his breeches should
be undone.

FINAL ROUND

Both fighters, eye-balling for the last
time, meet once again. After a few hours
play, it really clicks in.  The buttons are
mapped to your brain, and fighting each
boxer reveals their weakness.  And you
exploit it.  You see the opening, and try
to lure your oppenent into the corner.
 And you get him there.  And you realise
that this is your chance.  The uppercuts
rain in, his mouth spurting blood, as you
rain in a few combos.  His energy bar
rapidly dropping, as you unleash a volley
of superbly timed punches.  And in a
spasmodic twist, his body impacts upon
the canvas. The sensation is incredible,
and in the Rocky context, you'll want to
topple the arrogant Creed, the ox-like
Lang, the towering Drago, the upstart
Gunn, alongside the other 20+ opponents.
*In slow motion, De Sade, now tiring
badly, swings with all his might to Rocky's
face.  But his opponent is more powerful
and agile than any other boxing game he
has saw before, and he dodges.  Dodges
well enough to reply with a stunning
counter-punch that sends De Sade
reeling on his heels, and onto his stinking
back. *The crowd rise, and instead of
jeering, they chant the new heir to the
throne* "ROCKY, ROCKY, ROCKY!!!!!"
Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to the
best boxing game in the world.
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Silicon Knights
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Review | Eternal Darkness

Players

1
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2 adult horror games on Gamecube in as many months

Ambition can be a dangerous tool in the
wrong hands. Silicon Knights’ 4 year long
odyssey, Eternal Darkness: sanity’s
Requiem (originally a N64 title) has now
finally arrived upon an expectant Cube
audience, with the promise of a gaming
experience as far away as possible from
Nintendo’s usual fare.

Spanning 2 millennia and introducing 12
playable characters, such is the game’s
grandeur and enthusiasm you can almost
see (and practically smell and taste) the
blood sweat and tears that have gone
into its lengthy production.

Such is Silicon Knights scope; it is difficult
to know where exactly to begin. Should
we mention the superbly oppressive
visuals or the fascinatingly disturbing
soundtrack? Maybe we should indulge
you with tales of the well thought out
combat and spell system or the grotesque
monsters and cinematic plot? Ok, calm
your eager selves down grab a stiff whisky
and we’ll start from the beginning…

The crux of Eternal Darkness lies with
the game’s main protagonist – Alexandra
Roivas, a feisty Buffy lookalike – who has
been called in the middle of the night to
her Grandfather’s stately mansion on
Long Island. It seems that the old codgers
been brutally slain and with the police
coming up with no clue as to what’s going
on, it is down to Alex to solve the
mysterious murder.

It is not long before Alex finds the book
of Eternal Darkness and this is where
the first of Silicon Knights masterstrokes
come into play. A different character plays
out each chapter (Alex must find missing
pages of the book throughout the gloomy
mansion between each of the game’s
levels). While the first few chapters are
very short, they perfectly build the games
plot and introduce you to the many
mechanics you will have to effectively
utilize as you get further into this
incredible experience.

The imaginative combat system is a
typical example of the thought that has
gone into the game’s creation. Should a
skeleton or the like amble towards you
(and believe us you’ll meet many) holding
down the R button will result in one of
the creature’s body parts being
highlighted. So far so seen it all before,
it’s the aftereffect of the creature’s injuries
that really impresses though. Shoot a
limb off and your opponents chance to
inflict damage is reduced by 25%, take
the other one away and it drops to 50.
Should you be really sick, you can simply
blow the creature’s head off. What follows
is hilarious, the decapitated foe will
stumble around the screen attacking all
and sundry until you or his allies turn on
him.

Constantly facing grotesque monsters
and unholy imagery can have an effect
on even the most hardiest of souls and
Eternal Darkness uses a “sanity meter”
to great effect. If you are subjected to
attacks from monsters for too long, your
sanity will begin to drop. Let it get to
dangerous levels and all sorts of bizarre
things will happen to you. Walls drip
blood, statues follow your every move
and the game will even appear to delete
a file you have just saved (horrifying the
first time that happens). While these
effects add nothing to the game other
than aesthetics, they are a lovely little
touch and just go to show how much
thought and attention Silicon Knights
have shown to their dark infant.

The great thing about playing characters
over an assortment of timelines means
that there are plenty of different weapons
to shoot, crush and generally disembowel
your enemies with. Everything from duel
scimitars to assault rifles are employed
at certain parts of the game and all do
impressive amounts of damage
(especially when the action cuts to a lovely
cinematic close-up).

The games excellent, intuitive magic



Presentation: 9

Graphics: 9

Sound: 8

Lastability: 8

Gameplay: 9

Verdict

Overall: 9 / 10
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system is the final piece of a macabre
jigsaw. Throughout your exploration you
will come across an assortment of glyphs
and runes that need to be collected. By
combining these spells in different
combinations you can summon creatures,
heal yourself or send ot destructive waves
of energy. One clever aspect is the fact
that you cannot move while your magic
is being cast, so not only do you have to
keep an eye on your spell meter, you
must also make sure nothing is around
to disrupt you when your spell eventually
goes off.

Being an arcade adventure you can expect
to find plenty of puzzles through each of
the 12 chapters, while initially simple
(place gold necklace here, use this key
there) they do get more complicated the
deeper  you get into the game. Fortunately
however you are not at a loss for too long
and never feel cheated by the sort of
illogical puzzles that tend to crop up in
other examples of the genre.
It’s the audio and visual quality that really
sets Eternal Darkness apart from the
usual day glo colours found on the
Gamecube. Though some of the earlier
levels (especially the wonderful cinematic
cutscenes) show their N64 roots a little
too blatantly, things soon get quickly
rectified. The games 3 main areas are all
superbly realised with strong texturing
and some beautiful lighting effects.
Character models are very good and
animation is superb with each chapter’s
character responding differently to the
one before it.

Although it is nowhere near the dark
beauty of Resident Evil, it is able to
generate an eerie atmosphere by having
some breathtaking camera views and the
aforementioned sanity meter (seeing you
character fade in to nothingness or get
ripped about by a dozen zombies is very
disturbing).

To complement the gloomy graphics is
an outstanding score that takes more
than a few leafs out of Silent Hill 2’s book.
Chanting, moans, roars and terrifying
screams all build together to create a
chilling soundtrack that will have you on
the edge of your seat.

Voice acting throughout is superb, and
again really gives the whole game an
impressive cinematic feel (although this
is not surprising when you realise many
of the Metal Gear Solid 2 actors were
involved).

Overall Eternal Darkness: Sanity’s
Requiem is yet another essential
purchase for cube-owners everywhere.
There are many delights, shocks and
thrills to be found in the 20 or so hours
it takes to complete the game and ends
with an especially intriguing boss
encounter. When a game crams as much
into it as Eternal Darkness has, it is bound
to be subjected to a few niggles.

 Fortunately however, they are minor and
in no way detract from the great playing
experience that enfolds in front of you.
Nintendo may no longer have Rare in
their stable, but the sleek thoroughbred
that is Silicon Knights ensures they are
still in the race. Who knows what they
will turn their hands to next?
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Starfox Adventures

Rare’s final Nintendo release is an
amazingly attractive platform adverture
in much the same vein as Zelda.  It’s big,
clever and very involving, and displays
that touch of class that only Rare have.
They’ll be missed by many a Nintendo
fan reluctant to buy into Xbox.

8/10

Tony Hawk Pro Skater 4

Despite much bigger levels, better
characterisation and a massively
reworked career mode it struggles to live
up to the sheer brilliance of THPS2x due
to some unbalanced tasks and an
undeniable sense of deja-vu.  It looks
stunning, though.

8/10

Colin McRae Rally 3

Despite slightly basic track graphics the
cars themselves look stunning (with
14,000 polygons on the Focus alone( and
it all moves at 60 frames per second in
widescreen.  With an increased sense of
involvement to the championship mode
CMR3 is a rally fan’s wet-dream.

8/10

Morrowind

Totally free-roaming RPG where you really
do write your own story as you play the
game any way you want to - be a silent
thief, a magician or even a hardy warrior
and attempt missions and tasks your own
way in your own time.  The playing area
is immense, too.

8/10

Pro Surfer

Tropical locations along with superb
lighting and water effects are not enough
to save this surfing game.  The only option
available is to rack up the points or knock
things over, a task more difficult than it
sounds due to the awkwardness of the
game’s camera.

6/10

Tetris Worlds

Whilst THQ have done an admirable job
and included some reasonably enjoyable
game styles based on the classic falling
blocks puzzler, they’ve somehow
managed to actually leave out the
standard game mode, reducing
everything to 2 minute spurts.

5/10



Feature | Guns n’ Games
Is the media taking things too far?
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It's dark.  And very cold.

Breathing hot air into my numb hands,
they embrace the cold metal shaft of the
PSG-1; a high precision marksman's rifle
which maintains the accuracy of single
loaders, and also features the advantages
of a self-loading firearm.  The grass feels
damp upon my clothes as I lay
motionless.  From the hill-top, the leefy
suburban town sleeps soundly, unaware
that one of its residents is about to expire.
 Game Over for one of them.  As one eye
closes, the other focuses through the
viewfinder, and finds a target.  A solitary
female, waiting at a bus stop, unaware
she'll never make the journey home.  I
hold my breath, and aim.  The crosshair
creeping its way over her forehead.  Just
like Metal Gear Solid 2.  Played so many
times, sniping was easy.  But hey, this
was the real test.  A natural progression.
 My finger slowly applied pressure on the
trigger. She was dead before she hit the
ground....

Well that's how they'd have it.  It's so
convenient; and so bullshit.  Close your
eyes.  You can read the headlines cant
you?  'Woman gunned down by GAMES
addict' - 'GAMER blurs line between
fantasy & reality' - 'Ban these evil
VIDEOGAMES'.  Please; no more.  
He played games.  How could he
differentiate between reality and fantasy?
 Don't you know that you can shoot people
in those games?!!!

Gaming, for many years, has been looked
down upon from the intellects as a waste
of cerebal activity, sneered at by moral
guardians as a wholly inappropriate way
to spend ones time, and chastised by
fitness fanatics who deem that you'll grow
fat, sitting on your ever-expanding
posterior.  De Sade is possibly not going
to argue over the last point, though.
But over the last few years, a new threat
has loomed over our pastime.  A threat
that encapsualtes all who sit at their TV,
joypad in hand.  And we're passive to this
threat.  It's got nothing to do with you,
got nothing to do with me, and certainly
got nothing to do with the kid returning
from his local software shop, game
lovingly embraced in his hands.

It's firearms, my friend.  Real, metal guns.
 With real bullets.  And they may just
affect what types of games we play in the
near future.

On Dec. 1, 1997, Michael Carneal walked
into a local student prayer group at Heath
High School, Paducah, and killed three
of the students.  It was alleged that he
was imitating violence in videogames.  A
similar spate of high-school shooting
occured in America, and most recently,
in Germany, where a student went on the
rampage, killing fellow students.  He was
also reported to be an avid videogame
player.

Disregard the fact that these individuals
were clearly imbalanced human beings.
 Disregard the fact that they were in
possession of firearms.  They played
games.  Guilty as charged. There had to
be a scapegoat.  And no matter how
logical it is to point the blame at the sheer
availability of obtaining a gun in the
States, or the obvious conclusion that
the killers were phychologically unstable,
it was our hobby, our passion, that got
embroiled into the proceedings.
And I'm sick of it.  To the back teeth.
Society has to accept the fact as long as

guns are readily available, then the odd
nutter is going to take advantage of the
situation, whether he's played Tetris or
not.  Hell, he could have saw something
in Snow White which triggered him off.
 And there has never been a case proven
which states that violent videogames can
directly cause such atrocities.
And now?  Well, as I type, Wall Mart,
Americas largest retailer, are stripping
the shelves of games featuring guns, and
more specifically, sniper rifles.  No
coincidence that the Washington sniper
has currently killed 9 civilians, is it?  The
identity of this killer isn't even known,
but yes, videogames are once again
brought into an unjust equation.  I'm sure
the press will reveal that the killer, once
caught, played a Kate & Ashley game,
nessecitating a need for violence (mind
you, considering the quality of such a
game...). So, until society wakens up, and
realises that the only shooting and
pretend violence (media hacks, notice
the word 'pretend' ) for gamers is on their
screen, then we may have to prepare for
mass gaming censorship/restrictions.

With a smile of satisfaction on my face,
I slowly stand in the chill of the night.  I
pack the rifle into its case, and look down
from the hilltop.  In the distance, I make
out a body slumped at the kerb.  I walk
away.  This mission was fun.  Enjoying
this game, and will do so later.  But for
now, I switch the console off.

GAME OVER.



These are my games of 2002 to date,
unfortunately deadlines for Issue 1
prevent me from trying such possible
gems as Morrowind and GTA Vice City to
name but two.   On recollection it has
been an improved year for games with
added competition from the arrival of the
Gamecube and Xbox.  

Use this list as a buying guide for
Christmas and you won’t go far wrong,
but as I didn’t play every possible game
out there, the list is based upon those,
which I did play and enjoy.   Opinions
matter, views are welcome and my
countdown will create debate amongst
fellow GS staff, nevermind the public.  
Remember that full reviews of the games
listed below are available on the
Gamestyle website.   Now, let us begin:

20.  CONFLICT: DESERT STORM (XBOX,
PLAYSTATION 2)

A squad based game set around real
events, which was fun on your own or
with friends.   Nothing groundbreaking,
but a solid and playable title.

19.  JET SET RADIO FUTURE (XBOX)

Problems with the controller did not
dampen my enjoyment of this visually
sublime and challenging Sega release.  
Not the biggest seller on the list, and
unfortunately seems to have been
discontinued.

18. HERDY GERDY (PLAYSTATION 2)

It’s been a good year for Eidos and despite
some niggling camera problems, this
delightful tale and herding simulator
provided much entertainment during
those bleak summer months.

17.  PRO EVOLUTION SOCCER 2
(PLAYSTATION 2)

Outstanding certainly, but even more so
if you did not own the original.  This is
the football game to own, polished and
buffed to shiny perfection.  

Feature | Top 20 games of 2002
Jason takes a look back at the best games this year.
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16.  HITMAN 2 (XBOX, PLAYSTATION 2)

I expected this inspired title to be
enjoyable, but never to offer such
replayability and well crafted levels.  
Stealth or mass murderer?  You decide.

15.  CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER (XBOX)

A first for a console, thanks to the Xbox
hard drive, the game offered a new level
of depth never before seen in previous
console management simulations.  

Now a fan of any minor Scottish Second
division team could lead his favourites to
glory, or more likely relegation. Whichever
team you selected, a totally different game
was guaranteed.

14. DRAGON RIDERS (DREAMCAST)  

This will be a surprise to many of you,
but in a year of poor RPG’s this was the
most enjoyable that I managed to play.  

The first few hours are like pulling teeth,
then you begin to visit other lands, and
understand the full horror of what has
happened.  

An excellent story based on the novels
by Anne McCaffrey helps you forget the
clumsy controls and awkward camera.  
Not to everyone’s taste but I do seem to
enjoy RPG’s that feature dragons.

13. TIMESPLITTERS 2 (XBOX,
GAMECUBE, PLAYSTATION 2)

A great deal of hype surrounded this
game and although remarkable, I still
feel disappointed by the lack of a decent
single player mode.  

This is the off-line Quake, fantastic with
friends or bots leading to insane mayhem
with cartoon violence and stylish
characters.   Those challenges will keep
us all going for the foreseeable future.
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12. PHANTASY STAR ONLINE 2
(DREAMCAST)

After a widespread campaign demanding
a European release, the online
masterpiece from Sonic Team arrived
earlier this year to little fanfare.  Its host
was doomed and previous owners had
scrammed, leaving only a few to enjoy
the newly enhanced Ragoul experience.
 This version offered greater depth and
more modes for those brave enough to
try the videogame version of crack.

11. RESIDENT EVIL (GAMECUBE)

A revelation, and a challenge that I was
not expecting.   Fantastic visuals, new
areas, monsters to battle - easily the best
game of the series.   Those who thought
Code Veronica was difficult should think
again, every last bullet counts, but more
important is the ability to run when
needed from a new breed of zombie.  
Capcom also treated us to an excellent
60hz mode, making this an essential
Gamecube purchase.

10. DOSHIN THE GIANT (GAMECUBE)

Nintendo tackle the God Simulation genre
and come up trumps again.   Dispatching
the need to rely on figures, statistics and
power building, Doshin The Giant is a
game, which appeals to all ages.   Beyond
the child-friendly visuals lies a game of
immense freedom and fun.   As a giant
you are worshipped by four civilisations
on an ancient tropical island.   Attend to
their needs; sculpt the land as you see
fit or become the evil Joshin giant – it’s
your world to do as you please.

9. ADVANCE WARS (GAMEBOY ADVANCE)

A game which really showed what the
GameBoy Advance is capable of – shame
not many games have followed its
example.   Nintendo take on the Real
Time Strategy and create a game only
they could, challenging, visually splendid
and a link facility make this one of the
most essential GameBoy Advance titles
on the market.

8. PROJECT ZERO (PLAYSTATION 2)

A brilliant release from Tecmo, and one
that every horror fan should try.   Never
has a videogame created such an
atmosphere of terror, combined with
effective visuals and haunting sound –
all for £29.99.

7. PIKMIN (GAMECUBE)

Brought much needed life to the
Gamecube, with its inspired and addictive
gameplay.  Yes it may have been short,
but the experience while it lasted was
fantastic.

6. IKARUGA (DREAMCAST)

A fitting end to a wonderful machine,
Ikaruga from Treasure was the sequel to
the infamous Radiant Silvergun.   Insanely
difficult even to those with experience
within the genre: fear not a Gamecube
version is on its way.

5. MARIO SUNSHINE (GAMECUBE)

A great game, even though some were
expecting greater, this cannot be viewed
as a disappointment.   Mario is back and
with his water pack, things take on a
whole new dimension.  Like so many
other games on the list, this is easy to
pick up, play and enjoy.

4. SUPERMONKEY BALL (GAMECUBE)

A concept only the Japanese and more
likely Sega could ever nurture, develop
and release.  This game only needed one
analogue stick, but gripped you like no
other, deeply addictive and immensely
challenging.

3. REZ (DREAMCAST, PLAYSTATION 2)

Some may claim that this game is too
short, but they are missing out on
replaying and living through a uniquely
satisfying experience.   Those who state
videogames deserve art status, would
display Rez with its elaborate designs
and hypnotic music.  

2.  HALO (XBOX)

The ultimate first person shooter, which
breaks new ground for the genre.  A
testament to the power of the Xbox with
huge environments, multiple targets
including vehicles and aircraft.  

Least I not forget the most terrifying AI
yet seen in a videogame.   Master Chief
we await your next adventure.

1. ICO (PLAYSTATION 2)

In my opinion the best game that Sony
have ever developed during their short
time within the industry.   A captivating
story, haunting atmosphere and
picturesque environments all combined
to create an unforgetable experience.

A game that every  PS2 owner should
have in their collection, and my game of
2002.
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Feature | Halo 2 - where next?
We take a look at the future of the series and what to expect from 2.

Like a severe brain haemorrhage, Halo
is a game that you cannot afford to ignore.
Such was the impact of the original game,
many have claimed it to be the finest Xbox
release to date, and also the greatest
game of all-time, thereby setting a
standard that no one has yet managed
to scale.   Those who believed the Xbox
had shot its load within the first few weeks
of its life could identify with the religious
fever, which spread amongst those
present at the unveiling of the Halo 2
trailer at the X02 event held in New York,
almost three months ago.   Now that a
certain calmness has returned, we can
consider what Halo 2 will feature and
how it aims to improve over the original;
what are the facts, as we know them?  
 

Firstly we can expect the game (barring
any delays) to be released towards the
end of 2003.   If anything I would hope
that enough time is given, because
towards the end the original felt rushed

and repetitive, after the brilliant opening
and middle sections.   This time around
Bungie do not have the release of the
Xbox hanging around their necks, but
they have set a daunting standard for
themselves with their mastery of the
hardware.  Bungie expect Halo 2 to set
an even higher benchmark as the modest
engineering lead Chris Butcher explained,
“Our code squeezes every drop of power
out of the Xbox.  We’re doing dynamic
lighting and shadows, per-pixel
everything, rendering gigantic, lush
environments.   The graphical features
we’re using are so advanced we don’t
even have buzzwords for them yet.”  

Much of what we know surrounds the
X02 trailer which showed Master Chief
walking through a huge ship, and then
gazing down upon a war blistered Earth.
The Covenant is now invading Earth,
which comes as no surprise after the
initial outline of the first game.   Never
one to give up, Master Chief overcomes

the lack of viable transport by jumping
down onto a passing Covenant craft.  
Your next mission will begin right here.
 A final stand against the Covenant is
taking place on Earth, and Master Chief
has arrived just in time to lead the fight
back, alongside his faithful marine
comrades.    A fight back, that promises
to take you all the way to the Covenant
home world, answering many questions
about the alien race, but also introducing
a new foe.

Bungie has stated elsewhere that they
intend to keep the balance, which made
the original so compelling and
challenging.   This doesn’t mean just new
epic locations and little else, because
already confirmed are three new versions
of the Warthog: jungle, troop carrier and
snowmobile.   So we now know that the
battle for earth will take place across the
globe: from dense jungle terrain to the
stark frozen wasteland of the north.  

Marines will feature more in the sequel,
as these were a particular highlight, and
enjoyable partner in times of need.   New
weaponry has also been developed, but
again Bungie are keen to keep the two-
weapon rule, but have already shown a
sniperscope weapon and a machine gun.
  New weapons are needed as the
legendary AI will be improved, making
the single player game last longer than
a million Timesplitters.

Immediately obvious to anyone who
played the original are the graphical
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improvements, as Halo 2 is running on a
new engine.   Lighting, shadows, detail
and textures are all vastly improved,
showing off Master Chief’s battle scared
armour and most frightening of all is that
the trailer is showing in-game footage.  
Beyond the trailer little is confirmed, as
Bungie is now under lockdown until the
game is ready for release.   The game
will utilise the Xbox Live service, although
in what capacity remains to be seem,
however lead designer Jamie Griesemer
did reveal something worth waiting for,
“we still have the multi-player game-

types that people loved in Halo, but we’re
planning something special for multi-
player in Halo 2.   I don’t want to ruin the
surprise, but imagine the essential Halo
single player experience: pitched battles
between the humans and the Covenant,
massive vehicle and infantry
engagements.  Now imagine that every
combatant is an actual person playing
over Xbox Live!”   With no bots planned,
could Bungie manage to pull off the next
step in online gaming after Phantasy Star
Online?

Halo is a true next generation game, best
enjoyed on a huge screen with a powerful
Dolby Digital sound system.   Things are
about to get a whole lot better as revealed
by Mat Noguchi, who is responsible for
Bungie’s tools and sounds on Halo 2.  
“I’ve improved our sound engine so that
we can play more sounds at with higher
fidelity all the time.   Most of the sounds
in Halo were played at the equivalent of
AM radio on a typical receiver.   For Halo
2, we’re going full-bore, with sound as
good as that you get from a professionally

recorded CD.  Basically, the best audio
experience out there.”

Only twelve months left.   Twelve months
of patient waiting, honing of skills and
preparing from another epic journey and
test of endurance.   Why bother debating
the most wanted games of 2003?  Any
serious gamer knows that Halo 2 is the
only game worth owning next year.   If
you don’t own an Xbox already, then now
is the time to prepare for something
special.
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Feature | Previews roundup
The pre-Christmas lineup is coming - so what do you buy?

Metroid Fusion

Fans of Samus Aran will be overjoyed as
she appears in not 1 but 2 brand new
adventures this November. Initial
playtesting shows that everyone’s 2nd
favourite bounty hunter controls just as
perfectly as she did back in her SNES
days. Stunningly detailed graphics,
expansive levels and exciting Gamecube
link-up.

Die Hard Vendetta

Based on the popular film franchise, you
take on the role of John McClane and are
able to climb, swing, lean round corners
and even act prone in your pursuit of the
bad guys. With plenty of explosions,
amazing cinematic cutscenes and more
bad language than a trip to a tourettes
school, Die Hard:Vendetta is hoping to
give Halo a real run for its money.

Marvel Vs Capcom 2

After a short but successful stint on the
Dreamcast, Capcom’s superb fighter gets
a brand new airing on both Xbox and
Playstation 2. Featuring a whole host of
fighters and over the top specials,
Capcom promise yet another excellent
arcade conversion. It may look a little
basic by today’s standards, but the classic
gameplay is as strong as ever.

Mario Party 4

Nintendo has decided we need yet
another bout of Partying. Using the new
platform to redefine the genre the latest
Mario Party features 50 new mini-games,
more new boards to try out and super
slick visuals. While the multiplayer
section has always been a good laugh it
remains to be seen if the single player
experience has been improved.

Kingdom Hearts

This November will see Disney and
Square’s 2 year long collaboration finally
appear on the PS2. With 60 Disney
characters as well as many favourites
from the Final Fantasy series, Kingdom
Hearts promises to be an unforgettable
experience. Featuring levels based on 12
popular Disney films and some seriously
beautiful visuals and music.

Primal

Taking on the role of Jennifer Tate, you
must make your way through some nasty
levels with only your faithful Gargoyle
Scree for comfort. Sony is hoping this
will act as a more than ample filler for
the missing Resident Evil franchise, and
it’s shaping up to be a dark, gothic
adventure that promises to get some
impressive results from the PS2.
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DVD Review | Panic Room
Lock yourself away in a room and read this.

A movie featuring just 5 key characters
and taking part within the confines of a
huge mansion would be commercial
suicide for many directors, thank god
then for the continuing success of David
Fincher and the quite frankly superb
Panic Room.

While not up to the standards of the
subversive Fight Club, Fincher’s latest
movie is still an incredibly tight well-
crafted piece of celluloid that features
strong performances and some dizzying
and creative camera work. Originally
earmarked for Nicole Kidman -who had
to bow out when receiving an injury on
Moulin Rougue- the simple premise
maintains its momentum by employing
a sharp well crafted script and some nail-
biting scenes that will have your heart
threatening to stop beating.

David Koepp’s screenplay gets straight
to the point and is simple but effective.
Recently divorced Meg Altman – a cold,
effective Foster – has just bought a
massive building (god knows why)
courtesy of her wealthy ex-husband.
Moving in with her petulant, diabetic
daughter Sarah (Kristin Stewart), their
idyllic life is shattered by the arrival of 3
stereotypical criminals, the dumb Junior
(Jared Leto), kindly Burnham (Forrest
Whittaker) and the psychotic Raoul
(Dwight Yoakam). Luckily the home
comes equipped with the titular “Panic
Room” a safe haven that is completely
impenetrable once someone gets inside,
unfortunately, however, this room is
exactly what the crims need to get into
as a huge amount of cash is buried there.

What follows is a nail biting game of cat

and mouse that is played out with
Fincher’s typical aplomb. While many
parts of the script are a bit ludicrous, the
film is shot with so much verve and flair
you cannot help but get carried along by
the ride. Foster has to leave the room for
various reasons and this is where the
tension really gets turned up to buttock
clenching levels. One particular scene
sees everything turned on its head as the
burglars attempt to leave the house
without bumping into the now armed
Foster, a clever twist which actually has
you rooting for the bad guys.

Performances throughout are superb
with Jodie Foster really shining as the
distraught mother, who will protect her
child at any cost. The rest of the cast are
adequate rather than outstanding with
Whittaker in particular getting very
caricatured as the standard bad guy with
a good heart, it’s a role he’s played too
many times lately and as a result
undermines certain parts of the film. Leto
and Stewart do what they can with their
limited roles but otherwise the only
person to make any sort of impression
is the creepy Yoakam, who gets more
unhinged as the movie progresses.

The real star of the show though is David
Fincher’s outstanding camera work.
Considering the entire film is based in a
single (admittedly huge) building, this
represents no problems at all for the
director with the camera frequently taking
the most direct route to the action (even
if this means having to travel through
walls or keyholes). While many will
compare the computer trickery to ‘What
Lies Beneath” this is not really justified
as Fincher has been perfecting his own
style for years, while Robert Zemeckis
simply rips of Hitchcock. That’s not to
say Fincher doesn’t go down this road as
well, simply that he is subtler about it.

Picture quality is superb with the drab
muted colours of the buildings looking
perfect, there are no problems with grain
or artifacts and the end result is a
beautifully polished print that really shows
off Columbia Tri-Star’s Superbit line.
Audio too is very good with both 5.1 and
DTS tracks; sound is used incredibly
effectively throughout the picture with

plenty of lovely whooshing sound effects
whenever Fincher’s restless camera is
on the move. The film’s tense score by
Howard Shore deserves special mention
as it makes great use of the surround
set-up and really enhances the onscreen
atmosphere. In fact the only slight
downside to the audio is that dialogue
can sometimes get lost in the mix,
resulting in various volume changes
whenever things get to loud/quiet.

Overall Panic Room is a well crafted film
by a very talented director, the lack of
extras is truly disturbing and no doubt
will reappear next year as a lavish 2 disc
set. Moves like this within the industry
are a backwards step and with the
addition of the rental window that many
companies now use, is continuing proof
of the side effects of mass appeal. Fans
of Fincher will still lap this up like so
much mana from heaven; other people
may want to rent first before parting with
their money.

Film: 8

Picture quality: 8

Sound: 8

Interface: 7

Extras: 1

Verdict

Overall: 8 / 10

Version

Region 2

Director

David Fincher
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Darran takes a look back at Strider

When Shinobi first appeared in arcades
up and down the country to great acclaim,
Capcom decided they wanted their own
slice of ninja pie. The end result was a
spectacular looking platformer, which
introduced everybody to the eponymous
Strider.

Using Capcom’s CPS1 technology Strider
was a game that really stood apart from
its peers, it had a massive 28inch screen,
great level design and some suitably
outlandish looking bosses. Equipped with
only his agility and a laser sword, you
have to traverse 5 extraordinary levels
that range from the snowy wastes of
Siberia to the humid Amazon jungle
(complete with exploding mushrooms
and Amazonian woman). The exotic
looking levels are filled with all manners
of strange Japanese styled opponents all
fantastically designed with a unique look
that still impresses today.

As with many Arcade games a stage
wouldn’t be complete without your tussle
with at least one boss. A typical example
of an end of level opponent is the council
board from the end of the first level, one
minute they are all calmly sitting behind
desks, the next they all converge into a
massive snake like creature wielding a
hammer and sickle. This imagination
continues as you reach the later levels
and along the way you can expect to see
Robotic Gorillas, a troupe of killer
Japanese women and a massive metallic
Gold Dragon, with extendable
appendages and a nasty temper.

Although only having 5 levels they are of
a fairly decent size and consist of many
nice set pieces that still look impressive
even now. A perfect example of these is
the assault on a huge battle ship, after
making your way into the ship’s core –
via an amazing anti-gravity section that
sees you running across the ceiling- you
are confronted with a huge room that
contains an ominous circling orb. Leaping
towards it, the core’s gravity sends you

hurtling around the orb’s perimeter, what
follows is a frantic race to take the
metallic power source out before gravity
pulls you back towards the ground. Defeat
him and it’s a hectic climb along the
underside of the ship to catch a flying
skiff before everything explodes. There
are many other wonderful parts (a
downhill run along a snowy cliff face
planted with bombs being a particular
favourite), however to reveal anything
else would take away some of the magic
this incredibly fun game has to offer.

The life of a ninja can sometimes be a
lonely experience, luckily for Strider he’s
not always alone. Dotted around the
labels are metallic containers that along
with releasing extra health and points,
also gives you the chance of being joined
by a host of metallic allies. Along with 2
small bots that follow you about your
travels, you can also find hawks and
panthers to help you.

The sprites throughout are well animated
(for the time) with some refreshing
designs and great use of colours, Strider
himself is a particularly nimble fellow,
being able to cartwheel through the air,
hoist himself onto platforms and slide
across the floor as he heads towards his
final showdown. The levels are again
convincingly displayed with some
breathtaking visuals on some of the later
ones (stage 2’s power cut is a good
example). The only slight problem being
that many of the larger bosses suffer
from flickering sprites, a lot more
noticeable today then this reviewer
remembers. Fortunately however it
doesn’t detract from the game and is
only in the minimum of places.

One aspect of Strider that is still as good
now as it was then is the wonderful
soundtrack that can be heard throughout
the game. The music is beautifully
constructed and adds a massive amount
to the sections it is played in, level 2’s
wide range of music is a great example

of this and the tune which accompanies
the downhill run mentioned earlier
captures all the energy of the event. Spot
effects are well put together and the
sound your sword makes as it slices
through the air is very nice, having a solid
metallic buzz to it.

Strider will always have a special little
place in this reviewers heart, it was a
landmark game for its time (nothing else
around looked or played like it), it
contained some fantastic gameplay,
unique levels and was the one game I
could complete on 20 pence. Although a
sequel appeared in the late 90’s, like so
many before it there was no comparison
to the original, maybe with the advent of
all the retro games currently turning up
on the Gameboy Advance, there is still a
chance of reliving past glories. What do
you say Capcom?

Presentation: 8

Graphics: 8

Sound: 7

Playability: 9

Old-school coolness 6

Verdict

Overall: 8 / 10
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From the forums
Get on that internet and join in the fun.  Go on.

The Gamestyle forums have turned into
quite a visitor attraction over the past few
weeks, with plenty of guests dropping by
and perusing the various topics.   Like
the local Harvey Nicholas, there are plenty
of viewers but few that actually take the
plunge.   Those that do often have a
rewarding, entertaining and liberating
exchange of views, unlike other forums
with are infested with vermin such as
fanboys and zealous administrators.

A popular topic was after our scathing
Blinx review, which asked the question
was it crap, but spilled out onto official
magazines marking up games and such
like.   ALEX reviewed the release and
suggested that “he actually played the
game.   That OXM review was disgusting.”
Forum slag MARQUIS DE SADE
expressed his feelings “I’d rather listen
to the opinion here than that of an official
publication. As for the frame rate
problems, well really, on the Xbox, there’s
no excuse.”   Cockney geezer GSADMIN
was straight to the point “it’s a big shame,
but if its crap, then don’t expect
Gamestyle to tell you otherwise.”  

ITSGOOD2SLIDE offered a recent example
of strange marking “NOM gave Super
Monkey Ball and Driven the same score!”
LORD MOOCH wondered what OXM was
up to “are they just taking the mick?”  
RAITHROVER thought that “perhaps this
is one game that won’t be appearing on
the cover demo disk?”   FWISTED_TUCK
countered as “why don’t you give Blinx a
try, personally I love the game.”   A game
that looks set to divide opinions upon its
release.

ANGEL MAKER is never one to hold back
and hit out at the Xbox version of
Timesplitters 2, “I personally thought
this game was shite, it reminded me of
an old Psone type of game.” Not done he
moved on “there’s no blood or guts,
awkward, when you carried a rifle you
seemed to slow down.”   STRIDER
continued the assault “I think it’s a
complete travesty, the controls are
buggered up, the levels are bland and
the multi-player is complete crap.”  

It’s not all doom and gloom, as ALEX is
lucky enough to have Tony Hawks 4, and

seems to be enjoying it.   “Beautiful, big
and clever” he announced, RAITHROVER
shrugged, no doubt dazed by all extreme
sports “it still remains firmly down my
list of games to check out.”   Former
skater MIKE B thought the series had
gone from “good to bad; its just far too
over the top now” and “I wonder how
other skaters (ex and current) feel about
the transformation.” ALEX offered more
titbits by claiming that “4 plays like Pro
Skater 2, much more to do, graphics are
lots better.” MIKE H honestly stated “I
quit playing after the first.  Got too
complicated for me.”

LORD MOOCH wanted to highlight
inconsistent pricing by local branches of
game retailers in his area.  “It goes to
show that the 45 quid price point is not
to do with development cost rather than
sheer greed: if they can sell it at that,
then they will.”   RIOTUS works for an
independent retailer in Wales pointed out
that “we tend to have discounted prices
across the board to attract more custom,
but our prices reflect what we pay from

the suppliers.  Another reason to support
your local indie!”   ANGEL MAKER made
the point that gamers in London had a
wealth of choice and saved more than
those further north.

What the Xbox needs to succeed? was
asked by STRIDER, who offered some
solutions such as “marketing, a Halo
beater, break into Japan, Microsoft image,
getting the big games on board and
avoiding delays.”   MADD AUSSIE
wondered why no one was showing off
the power of the Xbox, and “can you see
the Xbox going the way of the ill fated
Jaguar?”   USMAN summed it all up “I
just hope MS adhere before it’s all too
late.”   AYREON added one more point to
the discussion “I think the thing the Xbox
needs to succeed is cheaper games.”

These quotes were taken from our
General topic forum, but with several
others including news, readers reviews,
lifestyle and DVD: there is always
something worth reading.  Feel free to
join in at www.gamestyle.net.
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Next month

Tony Hawk Pro Skater 4:
why bigger doesn’t always mean better.


